PRODUCT INFORMATION AND DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Congratulations on your purchase of the bedbugdot, first ever
early-warning detection system. No one wants their homes to
be a breeding ground for bed bugs and checking your
bedbugdot will make sure that doesn’t happen!
Bedbugdot is a maintenance-free, early-warning detection
system of choice by pest control, hotels, schools, dorms,
daycare, senior facilities, homes and businesses everywhere!
Bed bugs relocate on people’s clothing, luggage, personal
items and furniture. Because of the bed bugs size and
hidden nature, they can be difficult to find and costly to
control if not detected early.
Early detection is required to prevent and eliminate bed bugs
before the problem has an opportunity to grow and spread.
Used in both early and post control efforts, bedbugdot gives
you control over unwanted guests.
Bedbugdot provides you with 24-hour bed bug awareness, an
easy way to discover bed bugs BEFORE an infestation can build
and a simple way to track bed bug activity.
INSTALLATION
Proper placement of bedbugdot is required for success of
early detection.
 Bedbugdot comes with a removable sticky pad attached
and can be installed with or without applying to surfaces.
 For areas that you need to secure, gently remove film and
install firmly on a surface where it will not be touched or
moved and can be observed.
 Or place bedbugdot in-between cushions, mattresses or
fabrics without removing film.
 Always place bedbugdot as close to bed bug feeding areas
as possible.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
 Any live insects
 Any dark spots (Fecal spots)
 Cast skins (yellow or white paper-thin skin)
 Eggs
FINDING SIGNS
If fecal spots or cast skins are found anywhere in, on or
around the bedbugdot there may more in surrounding
areas.
WHEN TO CALL A PROFESSIONAL
If you notice any bed bug activity or signs in, on or around
the dot, contact your bed bug professional directly. The
purpose of the bedbugdot is to help you take care of the
problem before they get a chance to reproduce and spread.
NOTE: The bedbugdot was not designed to trap, monitor,
eliminate or treat a bed bug infested area, but to create
awareness and help you detect early presence of bed bugs.
HOW OFTEN SHOULD I INSPECT FOR BED BUG SIGNS?
Daily: For someone being bitten regularly, hotels, nursing
homes, hospital waiting rooms or a previously infested
premise.
Weekly: For frequent travelers and following a treatment.
Monthly: For homes, businesses, tenants or apartment
living (anywhere for ongoing early detection)
KEEPING TRACK
Keep track of the days you inspect your bedbugdot areas on
your own calendar or visit our website to download and
print a bedbugdot calendar created especially for you!

IMPORTANT NOTES ON INSTALLATION SURFACES:
Although bedbugdot has a removable sticky pad, refrain from
applying sticky tabs to sensitive surfaces (e.g., wallpapered or
painted surfaces, polished wood furnishings, or plastic mattress
encasements)
WHERE TO INSTALL
Humans are a bed bugs food source, discovery is most
efficient when installed on commonly occupied areas. Beds,
Seats and Chairs, Couches, Vehicles, etc.
Placement can vary with furniture designs and location. Some
install site examples are shown in the images See figures 1-7
Visit
www.bedbugdot.com
for
whole
room
environment illustrations showing all the common places bed
bugs may hide.
INSPECTION
You do not need to remove bedbugdot to inspect. Turn on a
light or use a flashlight and magnifying glass for examination in
dark areas.
WHERE TO LOOK
Examine the area on and around bedbugdot. If no signs of bed
bugs are present, check your calendar and leave in place for
next inspection date.
Bedbugdot was designed to check for bed bugs often and
especially BEFORE they build into infestation levels.
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Designed to fit any furniture, anywhere. The modest size
can fit into the smallest of areas or designs. Place them
close to where people most often occupy.
COUCHES: Install bedbugdot approximately 1/2” back
under front edge of couch frame where people sit most
often. Install between cushions or corners near arm rests.

DESCRIPTION, HABITS AND LIFE CYCLE
An adult bed bug is flat, oval, reddish-brown, and
approximately 3/16 inch in size. They are sometimes
mistaken for other household pests like cockroaches, ticks
and carpet beetles.


SITTING CHAIRS: Install bedbugdot about 1/2” inch back
under the front of the sitting chair frame and in corners of
sitting area
RECLINERS: Place chair in reclining position. Install bed bug
dots under leg extension at front edge about 1/2” back
from edge of frame and in corners of sitting area.
MATTRESSES: Install bedbugdot on the head of the bed
behind the mattress, between the mattress or under the
box spring.
BED FRAMES: Install bedbugdot inside and outside of bed
headboard or on the back of mattresses and box springs.
BASEBOARDS AND WALL BOARDS: bedbugdot can be
installed on baseboards behind and near resting areas.
(Chairs, beds, couches)
VEHICLES, (VANS, TRUCKS): Install bedbugdot under the
front seat or on the front of the cushion under the legs of
the driver side or where seats are often occupied.
PLANES: Install bedbugdot, two per seat, one forward and
one back. In baggage area, one every two feet.
SCHOOLS, DAYCARE: cubbies/lockers place where personal
belonging are stored.
There are numerous places where bedbugdot can be
installed. Remember, place in occupied spaces where
people come to rest.
SIGNS OF BED BUGS







Live Bed Bugs
Eggs
Fecal Traces and Stain
Cast Skins
Blood spots on sheets
Bites (Not always will people react to the bite)

The longer bed bugs reside in a dwelling, the more you will
have that move to other locations.
Bedbugdot website provides pictures and detailed
information about bed bugs. Please visit our site and learn
all you can about their behavior. www.bedbugdot.com

Bed bugs do not jump or fly but can move swiftly.


Flattened bodies enable them to fit into
tiny crevices
 Bed bugs are active mainly at night but
will adjust to the human’s lifestyle


Preferred habitat is cloth, wood and paper surfaces
close to where people sleep



In heavier infestations, they may occupy hiding places
further from the bed



Bed bugs are tough and can persist months without
feeding



Bed bugs can survive for many months between feeds
although if a source of food is present they will be
active



Can produce multiple generations per year



Adult females must feed in order to lay eggs



Eggs attach to surfaces by a sticky substance



Eggs hatch in seven to ten days and feed right away



Young bed bugs shed their skin five times before
reaching adult stage



Bed bugs must have a blood meal between each stage



Complete life cycle takes approximately twenty two
(22) to thirty six (36) days with regular blood meals



Limited access to blood and cooler temperatures
prolong development time
(Detailed and close-up pictures of bed bugs can be found at
www.bedbugdot.com)

Bedbugdot has giving this meaningful work to the skilled
hands of Disabled Veterans and Disadvantaged
Americans, which lovingly assemble bedbugdot.
Each order creates work for these individuals!
In addition to the great feeling of knowing you are
supporting a disabled worker; each bedbugdot and its
packaging is proudly, Manufactured in the USA using
Recycled Materials.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN AND PETS
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